Wheelchair Accessories

Graham-Field offers a range of complimentary products for its wheelchair products.

**Skin Protection and Positioning Cushion**

- Provides long-term skin protection and positioning for high-risk patients.
- A specialized gel center surrounded by comfortable foam layers to reduce tissue interface pressures at critical points.
- Soft stretchable cover is fluid-proof and reduces sheafriction. 350 lb weight capacity.
- Two year limited warranty 8209 series

**Skin Protection Cushion**

- Reduces surface pressure through the use of a proprietary non-aqueous gel placed in three pressure zones. The cushion uses high-density base foam in combination with a visco-elastic topper for added comfort, and also positions the user with a moderate slope.
- Soft stretchable cover is fluid-proof and reduces sheafriction. 350 lb weight capacity.
- Two year limited warranty 8209 series

**Basic Wedge Cushion**

- Features a specialized gel layer with a convoluted foam topper that reduces tissue interface pressures at critical points. Moderate wedge design slopes from 4° in front to 3 1/4° in the rear.
- Soft stretchable cover is fluid-proof and reduces sheafriction.
- Two year limited warranty 8209 series

**Wheelchair Accessories**

- Wheelchair IV/O2 Holder Combo
- Combination IV holder and O2 cylinder holder (cylinder not included) 893200
- Wheelchair Side Pouch
- Convenient black side pouch attaches to manual wheelchair arm for extra storage 82523850
- Wheelchair Anti-Fold Bar
- Used on 16” - 24” wide wheelchairs to prevent folding of wheelchair and deter theft 92223820
- Wheelchair O2 Holder Bag
- Adjustable black bag holds D or E cylinders (cylinder not included) 8220BG07
- Wheelchair O2 Holder Combo
- Combination IV holder and O2 cylinder holder (cylinder included) 820200

**Rehab Shower Commode**

- Zimmer HealthCare designed the Rehab Shower Commode to revolutionize the market.
- Offers the ability to use the commode in the shower and in the bathroom.
- Lightweight and easy to clean.
- Includes an adjustable backrest and footrests.
- Meets RESNA standards for wheelchairs.
Advantage®

The Advantage wheelchair provides comfort and durability at an affordable price. Designed as a low maintenance wheelchair, it offers a silver vein durable hammertone steel finish that is both attractive and long lasting.

Standard Features
- Black, padded nylon upholstery
- Industry compatible ‘tool-free’ adjustable front rigging with heel loops standard on swing away footrests
- Black, hammertone silver vein finish
- Comfortable padded armrests
- Flip back desk and full length arm options
- Push to lock brakes
- 200 lb. weight capacity
- Meets Medicare code K0001

Warranty
Limited one year on side frames and crossbraces
Advantage wheelchair – 301Series

Traveler SE wheelchairs – 3E01series

Limited one year on side frames and crossbraces

Traveler L3 The Traveler L3 lightweight frame weighs less than 36 pounds making it the ideal K0001 Medicare coded wheelchair built for short and long term use as well as rental needs. Designed with dual axles and multi-position caster forks, this wheelchair provides an adjustable seat height of 18 or 20 inches.

Standard Features
- Weighs less than 36 lbs. without front rigging
- Black, padded nylon upholstery
- Chart pocket on back
- Industry compatible ‘tool-free’ adjustable front rigging with heel loops standard on swing away footrests
- Non-marking polyurethane rear tires
- Detachable Desk and Full Length Armrest options
- 250 lb. weight capacity
- Meets Medicare code K0003

Warranty
Limited Lifetime Warranty on side frame and crossbraces
Traveler L3 wheelchair – 3S01Series

Traveler L4 The new Traveler L4 is a high strength, lightweight Medicare approved K0004 wheelchair designed for both the home and rehab markets. Weighing less than 34 lbs, it features a dual position axle, multi-position caster forks for 18 or 20 inch seat height adjustment and also flips back desk and full length arm options to aid lateral movement. Precision bearings and non-marking polyurethane tires along with durable aluminum footplates expand the longevity of the wheelchair.

Standard Features
- Black, padded nylon upholstery
- Chart pocket on back
- Additions/changes come standard
- Non-marking polyurethane tires
- Industry compatible ‘tool-free’ adjustable front rigging with heel loops standard on swing away footrests
- Flip back desk and full arm options for lateral transfers
- Flat projectable adjustable back
- 250 lb. weight capacity
- Meets Medicare code K0004

Warranty
Limited lifetime warranty on side frame and crossbraces
Traveler L4 wheelchair – 3F02Series

Traveler HD Built to support up to 500 lb, this heavy duty wheelchair was designed with precise engineering and key reinforcements throughout its structure. Double cross braces, precision bearings and reinforced gussets add strength to this wheelchair. The vinyl upholstery has double inner lining prevents sagging. The Traveler HD, available in 20”, 22” and 24” wide options of hauling 24” polyurethane wheels with durable aluminum footplates to withstand everyday use.

Standard Features
- Embossed black upholstery with double inner lining for durability
- Hammertone silver vein style provides a long lasting and durable finish
- Reinforced frame at all critical load-bearing points
- Industry compatible ‘tool-free’ adjustable front rigging with heel loops standard on swing away footrests
- Chart pocket standard
- 24” x 1” black plastic wheels with black handrim and non-marking polyurethane tires
- Durable aluminum black footplates
- Available in Detachable Desk and Full Length Armrests
- Two position arm andcaster fork provides 2” seat height adjustment
- 200 lb. weight capacity
- Meets Medicare code K0007

Warranty
5 year warranty on side frame and crossbraces
Traveler HD wheelchair – 3G01Series

Paramount XD

The Paramount XD is ideal for the bariatric user that requires a larger seat. With 26” and 30” seat width options and 19 1/2” seat depth, this wheelchair is designed to provide additional comfort and support to up to a 500 lb. weight capacity.

Standard Features
- Black reinforced, padded nylon upholstery
- Reinforced welds and gussets on frame
- Desk arm with optional Swingaway footrest and Elevating legrest front rigging
- Maximum weight capacity of 650 lbs.
- 8” x 2” Solid casters
- 24” Solid rear wheels

Warranty
Limited lifetime warranty on side frame and crossbraces
Paramount HD wheelchair – SPX1 Series

Transport Chairs

The Everest & Jennings Transport Chair is an affordable alternative for those individuals with limited mobility. Its compact size and lightweight allow a companion to lift and store the chair with ease.

Standard Features
- Stylish painted finishes (Red, Blue and Silver options)
- 250 lb. weight capacity
- Black, padded, nylon upholstery
- Full length arms are padded for comfort
- Fold down back makes transport and storage easy
- Comes standard with seat positioning belt
- Available in both Steel and Aluminum
- 17” and 19” Seat width options
- Industry compatible swing away footrests
- Bariatric model supporting 400 lb also available
- Meets Medicare code E1038 and E1039 (Bariatric model)

Warranty
One year (three year on bariatric warranty) on side frames and crossbraces

Aluminum Transport Chair – EJ206 series
Steel Transport Chair – EJ176 series
Bariatric Transport Chair – EJ17T2-1

Traveler® Recliner

The same built-in quality as the standard d Traveler wheelchair with the addition of a full reclining back. The back features unlimited adjustments using easy, thumb-activated hinges and cable mechanisms. The Transport Chair comes with a higher back and removable full support headrest.

Standard Features
- Durable, low maintenance chrome-plated steel frame
- Rear axles are mounted further back than on standard
- Rear axles provide more support

Warranty
Two year limited warranty on frames and crossbraces
Traveler Recliner 5101 series

Transport Chairs

The Everest & Jennings Transport Chair is an affordable alternative for those individuals with limited mobility. Its compact size and lightweight allow a companion to lift and store the chair with ease.

Standard Features
- Stylish painted finishes (Red, Blue and Silver options)
- 250 lb. weight capacity
- Black, padded, nylon upholstery
- Full length arms are padded for comfort
- Fold down back makes transport and storage easy
- Comes standard with seat positioning belt
- Available in both Steel and Aluminum
- 17” and 19” Seat width options
- Industry compatible swing away footrests
- Bariatric model supporting 400 lb also available
- Meets Medicare code E1038 and E1039 (Bariatric model)

Warranty
One year (three year on bariatric warranty) on side frames and crossbraces

Aluminum Transport Chair – EJ206 series
Steel Transport Chair – EJ176 series
Bariatric Transport Chair – EJ17T2-1

Traveler® Recliner

The same built-in quality as the standard d Traveler wheelchair with the addition of a full reclining back. The back features unlimited adjustments using easy, thumb-activated hinges and cable mechanisms. The Transport Chair comes with a higher back and removable full support headrest.

Standard Features
- Durable, low maintenance chrome-plated steel frame
- Rear axles are mounted further back than on standard
- Rear axles provide more support

Warranty
Two year limited warranty on frames and crossbraces
Traveler Recliner 5101 series